IPRI Publications

IPRI Journal
The IPRI Journal is a biannual refereed journal enjoying wide circulation in Pakistan and abroad. It is being published since 2001 and consists of research articles that build interdisciplinary understanding of today’s global complexities, interconnectedness, and events of international/regional importance by strengthening the knowledge-base primarily from Pakistan and the Global South and North on areas related to international affairs, geopolitics, diplomacy, security, political economy, conflict, terrorism and governance. Book reviews of latest publications on similar subjects are also published. The IPRI Journal is recognized as X-category Social Science journal by the country’s Higher Education Commission (HEC). It is indexed and abstracted in the Clarivate Analytics (formerly the IP & Science business of Thomson Reuters) Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI). The Journal accepts academic papers and book reviews by the end of March for the summer issue; and by the end of September for the Winter issue.

IPRI Books
The Institute organises national and international conferences on critical thematic topics. The presented papers, essays and thought pieces are published in IPRI Books:

- Regional Dynamics and Strategic Concerns in South Asia (2018)
- CPEC: Macro and Micro Economic Dividends for Pakistan and the Region (2017)
- Emerging Security Order in Asia Pacific: Impact on South Asia (2017)
- Evolving Situation in Afghanistan: Role of Major Powers and Regional Countries (2016)
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- Policy Approaches of South Asian Countries: Impact on the Region (2016)
- Building Knowledge-Based Economy in Pakistan: Learning from Best Practices (2016)
- Solutions for Energy Crisis in Pakistan Volume II (2015)
- Major Powers’ Interests in Indian Ocean: Challenges and Options for Pakistan (2015)
- Pakistan’s Strategic Environment Post-2014 (2014)
- Future of Economic Cooperation in SAARC Countries (2014)
- SCO’s Role in Regional Stability and Prospects of its Expansion (2013)
- Potential and Prospects of Pakistani Diaspora (2013)
- Rights of Religious Minorities in South Asia: Learning from Mutual Experiences (2013)
- Transition in Afghanistan: Post-Exit Scenarios (2013)
- Solutions for Energy Crisis in Pakistan (2013)
- Eighteenth Amendment Revisited (2012)
- Islam and State: Practice and Perceptions in Pakistan and the Contemporary Muslim World (2012)
- Stabilising Afghanistan Regional Perspectives and Prospects (2011)
- De-radicalisation and Engagement of Youth in Pakistan (2011)
- Balochistan: Rationalisation of Centre-Province Relations (2010)
- Regional Cooperation in Asia: Option for Pakistan (2009)
- Political Role of Religious Communities in Pakistan (2008)
- Pakistan and Changing Scenario: Regional and Global (2008)
- Problems and Politics of Water Sharing and Management in Pakistan (2007)
- Ballistic Missiles and South Asian Security (2007)
- Political Violence and Terrorism in South Asia (2006)
- Problems and Politics of Federalism in Pakistan (2006)
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- *Tribal Areas of Pakistan: Challenges and Responses* (2005)
- *RAW: Global and Regional Ambitions* (2005)

IPRI Paper (Monograph Series)

Through the IPRI Paper (Monograph Series), Research Fellows and other experts contribute on a broad range of critical contemporary issues facing Pakistan and the international community. They are finished research products which explore complex foreign policy, geoeconomic and geopolitical issues, present the latest data, analysis, and propose practical policy recommendations. Some of the monographs published to date include:

- IPRI Paper 12, *The Ummah and Global Challenges*:
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- **Re-organising the OIC** – Dr Muhammad Ahsan (2006)
- **IPRI Paper 11**, *Pakistan’s Vision East Asia: Pursuing Economic Diplomacy in the Age of Globalisation in East Asia and Beyond* – Dr Ahmad Rashid Malik (2006)
- **IPRI Paper 10**, *Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan* – Dr Noor ul Haq, Dr Rashid Ahmed Khan and Dr Maqsudul Hasan Nuri (2005)
- **IPRI Paper 2**, *Bharat Mein Intehapasand Hindu Nazriyat ka Farogh* – Asghar Ali Shad (2001)

**Note:** All IPRI Publications are available for free download from: http://www.ipripak.org.